
Yours truly first to arrive at Frenchwood on a quite overcast but promising morning, what 
did the weather gods have in store! Steady stream of eager participants arrived shortly 
afterwards, including some familiar and not so familiar faces along with few guest riders. 
Bikes unloaded, (new one for Ray, it’s first public airing) and safety checked it was time 
for Jim to deliver a welcome message, route overview and risk assessment, (wonder 
what prompted that!), even included a slight change to the route to avoid a steep climb. 
Jim’s last comment as usual was “any questions” Rays turn to take centre stage, as you 
will no doubt be aware it was Ray & Joyce’s Golden Wedding anniversary and being the 
couple they are, had brought wedding cake (not the original) and a champagne toast for 
everyone. Jim hadn’t included a drinking and cycling clause in his risk assessment so we 
were okay to proceed. Toast to the happy couple made, it was time to get away on the 
21-mile ride. Thirteen riders in total, would that be a lucky number! One rider (Andy) was 
a no-show for the event, pity, would have made a nice round number. 

Jim had the lead (done the route umpteen times) and yours truly acting as backmarker, 
(couple of times) surely we couldn’t get lost today! Could we! 

Sun kindly made an appearance as we set off and stayed with us for the rest of the day. 
Avenham Park, banks of the Ribble and Docklands section passed us by without 
incident, Jim stopping at regular intervals to allow us to re-group and advise of any 
potential hazards that may lie ahead. (Backmarker got slightly held up by a phone call 
from Andy, waiting for us at Trencherfield, need to pay more attention Andy) Blackpool 
Road up to Lea area, along the banks of Savick Brook, past PNE training ground and 
UCLAN as we headed to the Broughton Arms for a mid-ride cuppa. Loads of others 
using the route along with us, both walkers and cyclists, certainly very popular. Alfresco it 
was for the coffee stop, too nice to be inside, some had wisely brought snacks along for 
a bit of en-route refuelling. 

Short bit of road section then cycle path led us to some quiet country lanes, followed by 
more cycle paths as we headed towards Fulwood and the slight change from our normal 
route. Everything going to plan until we joined back up to the original route, Jim for some 
reason decided to bring a hint of France to the day and headed off in the wrong direction. 
Unlike Jim, but it was a different route, let him off with it I suppose but he wont be getting 
full marks. Back on track we headed for the most scenic part of the route, through 
Brockholes nature reserve and back to Preston along the banks of the Ribble.  

A pretty steep section through a wooded area accessed Brockholes; Jim had rode it 
earlier in the week advised us that works were being carried out on the section and 
cyclist dismount signs had been strategically placed. One of his co-riders had come a 
cropper whilst ignoring the signs and trying to ride down it, not being able to resist the 
opportunity, he set off down the track leaving to the individual to assess the risk and 
proceed, as they felt comfortable. Mixed decisions as you might have guessed, some 
riding some walking and some a bit of both, second down the hill right on Jim’s back 
wheel was none other than Gordon, on his non-suspension borrowed bike, he’s usually a 
safety first person, must have been a rush of blood, good on yer Gordon. 

Everyone safely down it was all level ground for the last few miles, at least that’s what 
two of our guests were told, they had struggled a bit on some of the hills, so the promise 
of some level running spurred them on. More cycle path led us through Brockholes,  



 Doreen and myself even managed a slight detour into the activity area, before realising 
Doreen’s mistake and re-routing to catch up with the others (cant blame myself can I?) 
Re-united with the group (don’t think they’d noticed) it was full steam ahead back to 
Frenchwood, Pub was beckoning. After about the third short but steep section along the 
way I realised I had been rumbled, Enid gave me some rather black looks together with 
“I thought you said there were no more hills” as she puffed and panted her way along. 
That ruse is not going to work again, not with Enid and Doreen anyway.  

Car park in sight it was time to bid farewell to Alison and her other half Brian, rest of us 
were heading to the Continental for some post ride refreshments. Only about a mile and 
a steep section to negotiate, the look from Enid! Drinks in it was time to relax and dissect 
the days events, everyone seemed to have enjoyed the ride quite a few doing it for the 
first time. Nine and a half out of ten to Jim for organising and leading, would have been 
ten but for the wrong turn. Usual banter followed, along with more alcohol for the non-
drivers, topics as diverse as France, Trans Pennine Trail, Bikes and Golf etc. were 
discussed before it was time to hit the trail again, for the short cycle journey back to the 
cars, and for yours truly the slightly longer cycle journey back to Wigan. 

Great route, great company and fantastic weather all contributed to another memorable 
ride, hope to see you all again in the not to distant future. Many thanks to Jim, Denis, 
Roy, Alan, Ray, Joyce, Gordon, Louise and Alison for taking part along with our guests 
for the day Brian, Enid and Doreen. Thirteen as it happened wasn’t an unlucky number, 
managed the whole day without a puncture; last time we did the route we had five. 
Finally lets hope Andy can get his times right for the next one! 

 

Last few miles home I began to Empathise with Enid and Doreen about the hills, hadn’t 
noticed them before! 

 


